During the localization of a robot equipped with a magnetic compass we can encounter the problem of magnetic deviations in the building. It can be caused by electric power sources, working devices or even by the heating system. Magnetic deviations make it difficult to localize the robot in a proper way and could cause the loss of position on the map. In the paper we have tested the method of histogram localization using a map of north directions and emergency north direction. For tests we have designed the robot based on the Mindstorms NXT parts. Our construction consists of NXT brick, four sonars, one compass, one touch sensor and two sensor multiplexers. All software was developed in C++ in the NXT++ library, which is actively supported by the author. Tests were performed in the real environment and the proposed tuned localization method turned out to be resistant to magnetic deviations
INTRODUCTION
In this work we have presented the localization filter which works with the magnetic disturbed environment. We have designed a robot based on Mindstorms NXT brick. Using a PD-controller (Bennett, 1993) , a simple path planning algorithm (Roy and Thrun, 2002) and modified histogram filtering (Dellaert et al., 1999) we have designed a prototype of a robot which is able to localize itself in the corridors of the building.
Motivation
The main motivation of this work arises from the practical problem of Mindstorms NXT localization in the building based on the sonar and magnetic compass readings. The problem consists of the magnetic deviations caused by power sources, working devices and the heating system in the building. Ignoring such problems localization is really hindered or even rendered impossible, because after a few steps the robot can lose its position on the map. The solution is to consider a map of magnetic deviations and emergency north direction in the case of permanent loss of position.
Related Works
There are a few related works in the topic, the more interesting are (Gozick et al., 2011) and (Navarro and Benet, 2009) , in which authors propose the building of magnetic maps for indoor navigation purpose. Another interesting solution for localization in corridor environment is (Suksakulchai et al., 2000) .
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides basic algorithms, section 3 provides a description of real life experimentation, section 4 provides the summary of results and finally section 5 contains the conclusion and future work.
BASIC ALGORITHMS
In this section we have a brief description of well known algorithms necessary for real life localization in the building. We show the steering algorithm, path planning algorithm and finally the basic histogram filtering. Let us begin with the control algorithm.
Drive Control
One of the key algorithms of mobile robotics are methods of robot motion control with fixed direction, or servo motor control in order to execute a given task. One of the most effective algorithms is called the PID-controller (Proportional-Integral-Derivative Controller), where P -means cross track error, D -is the difference of cross track error between iterations of control, and I takes into account the overall error of movement. In mobile robotics it has been proven that part PD is enough for proper control, so in our experiments we use PD controller.
The history of this controller dates back to the 1890s, and one of the first theoretical studies was conducted in 1922 (Minorsky, 1922) . The detail history of applications of PID controllers could be found among others in (Bennett, 1993) .
Path Planning
Another necessity for the implementation of the robotic guide in the building is the path planning algorithm. One of the most popular is A* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968) , which enables us to find the optimal path between a given starting point and a specified goal with the assumption that we have as an input a complete known map of the building. If we want to get the optimal path to goal from all points on the map, the A* doesn't seems to be effective. A better choice is to use the dynamic programming algorithm (Roy and Thrun, 2002) . Dynamic Programming (DP) provides us with a tool for getting a universal moving policy, the optimal path from all points on the map to the fixed goal. Based on the DP algorithm, we could choose the solution which is closest to the optimal one. The DP programming algorithm consists of the following steps: 1) We propagate the cost of reaching the goal from the goal field to all available fields of the grid; 2) We have fixed the policy of movement with the choice of the best direction with minimal effort for reaching the goal.
In summary, the DP algorithm needs a known map, a fixed cost of motion, a fixed goal position, and the strategy of tie resolution during the search for optimal move direction.
Robot Localization
In this section we present one of the most popular method of robot localization (Dellaert et al., 1999) the histogram filtering. First of all we make the assumption that we have a fully known map, and we have a robot supported by the required sensors. The general idea is refreshing the probability of robot location after movement and senses from the sonars. Location can be achieved by subsequent refreshing of probability by multiple movement and sense individually. With the assumption that moving is a lit- tle imprecise, the robot loses information regarding position after movement and gains information after sense. In refreshing of the location after sense, the histogram filtering use Bayes Rule, P(x i |Sense) =
, where P(Sense|x i ) is the probability of sense (precision of sense), P(x i ) is the probability of location before update, P(Sense) is the sum of probabilities from all fields of the map, the value by which we normalize all values of the map. The next step of filtration consists of an update after movement (convolution of probability) -it depends on precision of movement. In the real world the motion is uncertain. Update after movement consists of computing total probability, P(x i ) = ∑ i P(x j ) * P(x i |x j ) This is the probability of location in the field x i after movement from the fields x j with fixed precision of motion.
REAL LIFE SOLUTION
For experimental reason we have chosen the corridor of a real building and described it in the following way. The corridor was split into eight distinctive available areas -see Fig. 1 . Because of magnetic disturbance we consider the map of north direction readings -see Fig. 1 . The basic map consists of readings in four directions (north, south, east and west) from sonar from central points of all the selected areas, see Fig. 2 and Tab. 1. Additionally we use the map of field boundaries which is useful in the convolution of histogram filtering, which is shown in Fig. 3 and Tab. 2.
The Disturbance of Sonar Readings Caused by Magnetic Deviation
In the localization on the real map we encounter the
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Figure 2: Readings from the sonar on the four map directions from central points of the map fields -useful for localization; The north direction is marked as a double arrow. problem of magnetic disturbance mentioned in the Introduction. Considering the only one north direction Figure 4 : Readings from the sonar on the four map directions from central points of the map fields with magnetic disturbance of north direction; The north direction is marked as a double arrow; There is assumption that the real value of north on the map is N = 88 and the robot measure this value in the (1, 3) coordinates. of the map N = 88, from the field (1, 3), in case of magnetic disturbance shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 we get the reading on the map shown in Fig 4 and Tab. 3. As we can see the ability of localization is lowering and with high deviation the robot can even lose his position. In Tab. 4 we have data from sense part of histogram filtering, particularly the probability of robot localization computed with use of similarity measure from the equation 2. The real measure for all grid boxes are stored in the Fig. 2 and Tab. 1. Table 4 : Localization ability for all fields after perfect measure -the north direction is the same for the whole map; Data from the histogram filter after a single north-southeast-west(NSEW) sense -in the magnetic stable environment; for distance measure from equation 2; In the columns we have ability of location for particular coordinates. We make the assumption that
is the basic distance to obstacles in the field with (i, j) coordinates, and N , S , E , W is the distance to obstacles after the single sense of the four directional radar -see Fig.  5 . The distance between the original values and the sensed values has been defined based on two basic metrics defined as those on equation 1 and 2. The data from the four directional radar in an unstable magnetic environment is shown in Fig. 4 and Tab 3. The data from histogram filtering in such an environment is presented in Tab 5.
The result for the metric from equation 1 and magnetic stable environment is in Tab. 6, and for magnetic unstable grid in Tab. 7. 
Lowering Ability of Localization Caused by Magnetic Deviations
In this subsection we show the effect of magnetic disturbance on localization ability. In the second and third column of Tab. 8 we have the level of localization before and after magnetic disturbance using the metric from Eq. 2, the data without disturbance is in Tab. 4 and with magnetic disturbance in Tab. 5. A similar result for metric from Eq. 1 is shown in the fourth and fifth column of Tab. 8, data non disturbed are from Tab. 6, and with magnetic disturbance in Tab 7.
As we can see the localization ability is lower because of magnetic disturbance and even in this simple example the robot could lose its position.
In the next subsections we have shown, our exemplary, the north direction estimation methods based on the granules of knowledge in terms of Rough Set Theory (Pawlak, 1992) , particularly based on the granules in sense of (Polkowski, 2005) and (Polkowski, 2007) and simple similarity measures.
An Estimation of North Direction after Sense for 4-sonar Radar
Grid = {ob j (1,1) , ob j (1,2) , ob j (1,3) , ob j (1,4) , ob j (1,5) , ob j (1,6) , ob j (2,6) , ob j (3,6) } A = {N, S, E,W, North direction} 
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Actual North Direction Estimation Based on ε -Granules of Knowledge
Our general variant of north direction estimation is the following,
where,
in our case r gran = 1.0
North a f ter sense = C 3 
Actual North Direction Estimation Based on Similarity Measures
The equivalent method for similarity measures is the following,
North a f ter sense = C 4
where d is the fixed similarity measure, for example those from equations 1 and 2.
Emergency North -Useful in Case of Mis-localization
The defined emergency north direction consists of card{Grid} − 2 elements, because the highest and smallest values are removed from consideration -see the Eq. 3. The emergency north direction is useful in case of permanent lose of the position on the map.
Emergency North = C 8 (3)
card{Grid} − 2 where,
Cost and Policy to Get Goal
In this subsection we have the computed cost of movement with assumption that the goal position is in the coordinates (2, 6) -see Fig. 6 , and the policy of movement (Roy and Thrun, 2002) see Fig. 7 . We made assumption that the cost of a single move is an equal one, and that the robot can move in the direction of south, west, north and east. The minimal cost of reaching the goal is propagated back from the goal TheLocalizationofMindstormsNXTintheMagneticUnstableEnvironmentBasedonHistogramFiltering to all fields on the map. Based on the minimal cost of reaching the goal, we can generate a universal moving policy, where in the case of more than one possibility of move, we choose the last conflicted value with the use of a fixed searching order, south, west, north and east. We have shown a really simple example, with the assumption that the robot can move precisely in one of four directions. Considering more complex solution, the agent can move in any direction with uncertainty, which requires multiple approximations of this policy ending in the stable point -without changes in policy. 
PD-controller
For demonstration purposes we use a robot equipped with two servo motors, for wheels control, HiTechnic compass sensor for control of motion in the intended direction, and a central unit which allows us to control the robot remotely. The PD-controller (Bennett, 1993) for the steering of Mindstorm NXT robot consists of control of two wheels with fixed velocity. By building a PD-controller we convert the readings from the compass in the way shown in Figs. 9 and 10. After conversion, readings from the compass towards to intended direction are shown in Fig. 8 . During conversion we have two variants; the first one occurs when the intended direction is k < 180 (see Fig. 9 ), and the second one occurs when the intended direction is k >= 180 -see Fig. 10 .
We have implemented the controller in C++ with the use of NXT++ library, (see (NXT++, 2014) ). In the last step we have tuned the parameters of the controller for optimal control.
Readings from compass in degrees, we make assumption, that value 0 means north, 180 south, 90 east, 270 west. 
SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS
To attain the objective we have used the modular library NXT++ -on the GPLv2 licence. For laboratory use we have developed additional drivers for the library and released the new version of this li- brary available in (NXT++, 2014) . We have developed drivers for HiTechnic multiplexers and included them in the library. As a computing engine we use a computer connected with the robot via a bluetooth module. The robot which we have used for experimental purposes is shown in Fig. 11 . The software which we have developed for localization is hosted on Github -see (RoboGuide.project, 2014) . The exemplary movie from our experiments is available at (Video.of.histogram.filtering.for.Mindstorms. NXT, 2014) . In our experiments we use four-directional radar from Fig. 5 in move, it is because we want to see the effect of sense part of histogram filtering. And the localization ability was better after multiple sense Figure 11 : The construction of our robot -the robot is based on an aluminium frame (designed by (Artiemjew, 2014) ) ; we have used Lego Mindstorms NXT bricks; there are four sonar sensors, a magnetic compass and a touch sensor; there are two HiTechnic sensor multiplexers -the first for digital and the second for analog sensors; there are two servo motors in use.
in move than by single four directional sense. As a metric for sense we use formula from Eq. 2, this metric works best in corridors of building among tested metrics. The north direction is estimated based on the method from Sect. 3.3, and the emergency north in the way from the Sect. 3.4.
CONCLUSION
In this work we have designed an algorithm for the proper localization of a robot in an unstable magnetic environment. To achieve our goal we have designed a robot which is based on the Mindstorms NXT parts with additional multiplexers and a compass sensor by HiTechnic. We have developed drivers for multiplexers in the modular library NXT++ and performed laboratory and real environment tests. These tests demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach -the localization is resistant to magnetic deviations. It turn out that for such imprecise stuff like Mindstorms NXT, it is better to use 4 directional radar in move and metric for localization, which consider overall distance between walls of the corridor. In our future work, we plan to optimize the robo guide library (RoboGuide.project, 2014) and use it in the net of corridors. We have also plan to extend our experimental methods to use in the other localization algorithms like particle filtering and Kalman filtering. The future tasks will be partially supported by Scientific Robotic Circle of University of Warmia and Mazurysee (NKR-UWM, 2014).
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